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FEATURES & BENEFITS

The LMCP series panel provides simple network capable lighting control enabling the automation of lighting functions throughout an entire facility. The HDR relays in the panel can respond directly to inputs from Digital Lighting Management (DLM) switches, occupancy sensors, daylight sensors, and input modules.

PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

- Runs scheduled and photocell events autonomously
- Easy setup via LMCT-100 handheld configuration tool
- HDR relays include switch for manual override even when panel is powered off
- Native BACnet communications for network control solutions
- Compatible with Digital Lighting Management switches, sensors and input devices
- 99 control groups accessible via handheld configuration tool
- UL 20 listed for receptacle circuit control

SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MODELS
Product Number: LMCP8, LMCP24, LMCP48

GENERAL INFO
Typical Applications: Office Building Lobbies, Corridors, Loading Docks, School Gymnasiums, Hallways
Type: Lighting Integrator Panel Interiors
Special Features: Compatible with DLM occupancy sensors, single pole heavy duty relays